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Monkey go happy 445 walkthrough

Saturday, 1 August 2020 PencilKids Monkey GO Happy Stage 445 - Nikola Tesla and his electric invention Theme Monkey GO Happy Stage 445 - Nikola Tesla and his electric invention Theme is another point-and-click puzzle adventure developed by PencilKids. Click/Tap features or locations. Tap your backpack to access items. Tap the location where you
want to use the item. Solve puzzles to complete each stage. Collect 10 mini monkeys in each stage, then save the clue inside the backpack to unlock the bonus stage after each 6 stages. (59 votes, average: 3.63 of 5) HQ monkey agents returned in time for the sensors to detect the stresses as well as there. This time the stress is minute, but the location is
not at all small. It comes from a place where a famous man thought about breakthroughs in the field of electricity. The place is in Nikola Tesla's lab and the mini-monkeys are also scattered there! When the agent arrived at the scene, he saw that tesla was standing on one corner, looking at the scattering of mini-monkeys, it seems to be observing them, but
the agents thought it was already disrupting the flow of time and the mini-monkeys had to be recovered as soon as possible. Escape the players, Tesla is still working on a prototype of the device, which will be called the Tesla coil in the future. Good! Keep working with it, but in the meantime, you'll need to join the agent and collect all the mini-monkeys
scattered there as soon as possible before they destroy the entire place with their menacing acts and multiplication potential. Monkey Go Happy - Stage 445 is a brand new point and click retrieval adventure game released by Pencil Kids. This game is a continuation of the previous one as its sequel, and is part of the previous game as the beginning of the
entire series on this site. Monkey Go Happy Stage 445 by Nikola Tesla and his electric invention Theme is another episode of the very charming point &amp; click adventure adventure series MonkeyGoHappy developed by Robin Vencel for PencilKids. In this game, your goal is to find all the mini monkeys and make the monkey make him happy! Click on
features and locations. Use items in specific locations to complete puzzles. Good luck and have fun!
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